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SW Atlantic Ocean: a comparison of orbit error correctlon in three
Geosat data sets
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• Abstract: Orbit errar is one of the largest sources of uncertainty in studies of ocean dynamics using

satellite altimeters. The sensitivity of GEOSAT mesoscale ocean variability estimatcs to altimeter
orbit precision in the SW Atlantie is analyzed using three GEOSAT data sets derived from
different orbit estimation methods: (a) the original GDR data set, whieh has the lowest orbit
preeision, (b) the GEM-TI set, construeted from a mueh more preeise orbital model, and (e) the
Sirkes-Wunseh data set, derived from additional speetral analysis of the GEM-TI data set.
Differences among the data sets are investigated for two tracks in dynamically dissimilar regimes
of th~ Southwestern Atlantic.ocean,.by comparin~: (a) dis~inctiv~ features ar the ~verage power
denslty spectra of the sea helght reslduals and (b) space-bme dJagrams ar sea helght resIduaIs.
Tbe variability estimates produced by the three data sets are extremely similar in both regimes
afier removal of the time-dependent eomponent of the orbit error using a quadtatic fiL Our results
indicate that altimeter orbit precision with appropriate processing plays only a minar role in
studies of mesoscale ocean variability.
• Resumo: Erro orbital tem sido a principal fonte de incerteza no processamento de dados

altimétricos. Recentes eonjuntos de dados, baseados em modelos de predição orbital mais
avançados e em novas metodologias de correçao de erro, já foram capazes de reduzir o erro orbital
de até uma ordem de magnitude em comparação eom os GDRs originais. Neste trabalho nós
avaliamos os resultados dessas melhores estimativas na descrição da variabilidade "meso- escalar"
na parte sudoeste do oceano Atlântieo Sul. Comparamos resultados obtidos em três conjuntos de
dados: os GDRs originais e os conjuntos de dados GEM-T2 e Sirkes-Wunsch. Para garantir a
"sensibilidade" das estimativas de variabilidade meso-escalar quanto às mudanças na precisão
orbital, utilizamos as mesmas "correções ambientais" e o mesmo método de processamento de
dados no tratamento dos três conjuntos de dados. Para investigar as possíveis diferenças entre os
valores de variabilidade meso-escalar produzidos pelos três conjuntos de dados utilizamos as
características espeetrais dos residuais de "amplitude do mar" obtidas antes e depois da remoção
do erro orbital "dependente" do tempo. O fato da componente mesa-escalar do espeetro quase
não ter sido afetada pela remoção do maior comprimento de onda do sinal (o que corresponde
principalmente ao erro orbital) sugere que muito pouco do sinal meso-escalar foi realmente
removido através deste processo. Um "pico" menor no espectro da "faixa" B confirma uma
variabilidade oceânica local menor com respeito à faixa A. Uma análise mais profunda demonstra
que, após a remoção do erro orbital, os residuais de amplitude do mar são incrivelmente similares
entre os três eonjuntos de dados para uma determinada faixa. Tal resultado sugere que a precisão
orbital contribui apenas parcialmente para o estudo da variabilidade mesa-escalar oceâmca. Esta
conclusão SÓ é válida se o erro orbital dependente do tempo puder ser removido sem se remover
simultaneamente uma porção excessiva do sinal mesa-escalar. Nossos resultados sugerem que
estudos de variabilidade mesoescalar não requerem dados de órbita altimétrica extremamente
precisos. Além disso, apesar deste trabalho só analisar dados do GEOSAT do oceano Atlântico
Sul, aeredita-se que tal resultado possa ser extrapolado para outras regiões do mar. Isto é devido
às características espectrais do erro orbital dependente do tempo e à possibilidade de remoção
.deste erro sem remoção de grande parle do sinal meso-escalar oceânico. Esles resultados,
contudo, não signilical11 que não se deva tenlar obler valores orbitais mais precisos. Pelo contrário,
tal melhoramento pode ser capaz de levar à eliminação de algumas das limitações atualmente
existentes na utilização de dados altimétricos. Por exemplo, estimativas de órbita do GEOSAT
mais precisas nos permitiriam estudar a variabilidade oceânica em larga escala e, através de'uma
melhor compreensão do geoide, nos auxiliariam no estudn da circulação oceânica "meso e largoescalar" geral.
• Descriptors: Altimetry, GEOSAT data scts, Orbit error, Mesoscalc variability.
• Descritores: Altimetria, Conjunto de dados de GEOSAT, Erro orbital, Variabilidade mesoescalar.
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spatial-temporal patterns of sea height variability for two
GEOSAT tracks in the Southwestern Atlantie Oceano

Satelite altimetry has been extensively applied to the
study of ocean circulation. GEOSAT altimeter data have
been used to investigate problems ranging from global Material and methods
circulation to fluctuations in western boundary currents
(for example Chelton et aI., 1990; Nerem et ai., 1990; GEOSAT data sets
Vazquezet ai., 1990; Kelly & Gille, 1990, Qiu et ai., 1991).
We analyze the sea height varibility along two
As part of a study of the Southwestern Atlantic which
incorporates both in situ and satellite data, we explore the descending GEOSAT tracks in the, SW Atlantie, wieh
use of GEOSAT altimetcr data lo dcscribe mcsoscale extend from lSO to 60 S of latitude, and are aproximatcly
oceanic varibility in lhe region. Provost et ai. (1989), 5500 km long (Fig. 1). We choose two desccndent traeks
Chcllon et ai. (1990), Stammer & Boning (1992), Forbes et since, in this area, descending traeks exhibit less data gaps
ai. (1993), and Provosl & Lc Traon (1993) uscd G EOSAT than aseending tracks. The western traek interseets the
data to investigate variabilily of sea height and surfaee subtropical anu subpolar western boundary flows, while
geostrophic currents in lhe Soulh Atlantic Oceano
lhe eastern track is chosen lo sample a region with mueh
Recent descriptions of lhe circulation and weaker flows and less variability.
hydrography in the Southwestern Allantic have been
provied by Olson et ai. (1988), and Peterson & Stramma
(1991). The oceanic circulation in tbis region is
B
dominated by the Brazil and Malvinas eurrents. The
Brazil Current, the western boundary current associated
-25
with the subtropical gyre in the South Atlantic, flows south
along the continental margin carrying warm subtropical
waters until it separates from the coast at about 36° South.
The cold subantartic waters of the Malvinas Current flow
-50
north along the shelf break until they meet the Brazil
Current in a region known as the Brazil-Malvinas
Confluenee. After its eonfluenee with the Malvinas
-25
-50
-75
Current, the Brazil Current enlers lhe South Allantie
Fig. 1. Ground track locations for the two descending
interior in a series of largc amplitude meanders. The
GEOSAT tracks analyzed in the South Atlantic
Brazil-Malvinas Conflucncc region is assoeiated with a
Oceano
complcx mcsoscalc variability uuc lo lhc displaccmenL of
frontal features.
The use of satcllite altimctry involvcs the eslimalion of
The three GEOSAT dala sets uscd in this sludy are
the heighL of lhe satelJite with regarus to a rcferellce Earth
ellipsoiu. This height is uelerlllilleu lhrough preuictions the original Geophysical Data Records (GDRs), the
from orbital modcls, which are periodically adjusleu by GEM-T2 and lhe Sirkes-Wunsch dala seIs. The firsl two
traeking measuremenls from a limited number of grounu data sets were constructed using different orbit estimation
stations. Despite the advanees in orbit estimation methods, and the lhird data seI was derivcd from
procedures, errors in orbit determination are still a major speetral considerations of the GEM-T2 seI. The radial
source of uneertainty in GEOSAT sea height estimates. ephemerides (orbit height) provided with the original
The spectral characteristics of the time-dependent orbit GDRs were produced by the Naval Astronautics Group
errors have recent1y been deseribed by Chelton and (NAG). The NAG orbits were derived using a relatively
Schlax (1993). It has been argued that a better orbit low-resolution gravity model, GEM-10, with an estimated
estimation method can produee more reliable estimates of rms radial aeeuraey of about 300 em (Haines et ai., 1990).
the ocean dynamics (Haines et ai., 1990). To that effect, Reeently, a new GEOSAT data set has becn rcleased
various GEOSAT data sets have been produced using whieh relies on orbit heights estimated by NASA's
Goddard Space Flight Center using a more complete
different orbital estimation methods and corrections.
We will explore the sensivity of mesoseale ocean gravity model, GEM-T2. The GEM-T2 modeI yields
variability estimates to allimeler orbit precision using three estimates thought to be about an order of magnitude better
GEOSAT data sets bascd on uifferent orbit eslimation than those of lhe NAG orbits. Sirkes and Wunseh (1990)
melhods. We address this goal by analyzing lhe along-track gcnerated an improved dala set by computing additional
speclral densily of the sea height residuais and lhe orbil corrections bascd 011 lhe speelral characteristies of
0

o
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the autocovariance function of corrected sea heights
computed from the GEM-T2 data set.
At the time this research was done, only the first 40
cycles of the GEOSAT Exact Repeat Mission were
available for the Sirkes-Wunsch data set. To ensure
consistency in the comparisons, we analyze, for each of the
three GEOSAT data sets, only these 40 cycles,
encompassing the period November 1986 to September
1988.

Orbital errors
The GEOSAT orbital prediclions in lhe lhree dala sels
described above still include two types of errors,
time-dependent and time- invariant errors. The orbit error
introduced by small changcs in the orbit ecccntricity is
predominant1y sinusoidal and time-dependent (Chelton
et ai., 1990), with typical wavelengths of the order of one
orbit (about 40,000 km). A usual approach for removing
the time-dependent orbit error is to fit a given function
(e.g., a sinusoid for long ares, a polynominal for shorter
ares) to along-track sea surface height residuais. This
method usually succeeds in eliminating most of the orbit
error, although it may aIso remove part of the true oceanic
variability mostly at longe r spatial scales. Statistical
considerations associated with the orbil error correction
are explored by Lc Traon et ai. (1991). The second type
of error, produccd by irregularities in the gravitional
field, is geographically constant at each lrad, and is
referred to as time-invariant (Marsh & Williamson, 1980).
Time-invariant errors are removed along with lhe geoid
and the mean occan circulation using the along-lrack
collinear method.

GEOSAT data processing
Although improved environmental corrections are
provided with the GEM-T2 data set, we want to
investigate the effects of the various orbit ephemerides
and orbit error correetion methods. Therefore, we use the
same set of environmental corrections for alI three
GEOSAT data sets. These corrections, provided in the
originai GDRs, are described in detail by Cheney et ai.
(1987) and include solid and ocean tides, wet and dry
tropospheric, ionospheric, EM bias and inverse
barometric correclÍons. The corrected heights are then
interpolated onto a 7-km along-lrack grid . The
interpolation results in ::::: 800 grid poinls, or bins, along
each of the tracks.
A mean, or referencc, sea surfacc prolile for each
track is computed using a slighlly mudifieu cullinear
approach, similar to that proposed by Chcllon et ai.
(1990). This melhod produccs a rcliable estimate of the
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mean sea levei, by generating a curve constructed from the
mean along-track slope of interpolated sea heights at flXed
grid points, in a process equivalent to integration. Special
attention is given to the treatment of data gaps, which are
filled by interpolating the values at the edges of the gaps
with a third order polynomial. We use the median and
interquartile range values afÉc ch grid point as a data
quality check, and exclude ose values of along-track
slope that lie bcyond ± 4 i terquartile ranges from the
medianoSea height residual are subsequently computed
for each grid point and cycle by subtracting the referencc
estimate from the sea height values at each grid point.
Note lhat the sum of the sea height residuaIs at each grid
point is not zero, since lhey are referred to an integrated
mean height prolile, and not to the arithmetic mean profile.
For this reason, it is more appropriate to refer to the
integrated mean sea height profile as the rcferencc profile.
The subtraction of the referencc profile automatically
causes the elimination of the time-invariant orbit error.
The sea height residuais are still contaminated with the
time-dependent orbit error, whieh must be estimated and
removed from the signal. This error has a very long wave
sinusoidal component that differs between tracks, and
from cycle to cycle. A general approaeh to remove tbis
orbit error is to fit a sinusoid or low order polynomiaI to
the along-track sea height residuais for each ,--ycle. This
method assumes that the error is purely periodic and
deterministic. For long tracks (> 10,000 km), a sinusoid is
usually considered the bcst choicc. For shorter tracks, a
linear or quadralic polynomial is gencrcally acccpted as à
good alternative for removing the time-uependent orbit
error. The choice of the order of lhe polynomial is relatcd
to the length of the track. First-order polynomials are
usually reeommenued for lracks shorter than 3000 km
(Chelton et ai., 19'JO, and Lc Traon el ai., 1991). Given the
Icngth of the ares (5500 km), we usc a quadratic weighted
fit to remove the time-dependent orbit error in ali the data
sets. To minimize the chance of grid points with higher
temporal variability having a greater influcnce in the
polynomial fit, the adjustment is done by weighting the fit
by the inverse of the variance (Kelly el ai., 1991).
Polynomial adjustments usually do not perCorm well at
the ends of the tracks, introducing some additionaI
variability to the sea height residuais at these locations.
This situation does not signilicantly affect our spectral
analyses beca use the first and last 10% of the tracks are
tapered with a cosine window. In the subsequent
analyses, we compute and compare the sea height
residuais with and without removing the time-dependent
urbit error. Wc then use spectral methods to estimate the
magnitude of lhe mesoscale alld large scalc signals
rcmoveu [rum thc resiuuals by the polYllomial adjuslmcnt
procedure.
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Results and discussion
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The sea height residuais, after the polynomial orbit
correetion, reveal that the traeks analyzed transeet areas
of differcnt oeeanographie eharaeteristies. Figures 2a
and 3a show the sea height residuais for traeks A and B,
for the first 40 cycles of the GDR data set. Note that for
this analysis the sea height residuais are fUtered using a
low-pass fUter with a eut-off frequency of 40 km, whieh
approximately corresponds to the GEOSAT instrument
noise (Flament et ai., 1989). The rms sea height variability
for traek A (Fig. 2b) varies from 6 em at low latitudes (15
to 25°S) to more than 30 em at about 42°S. The area of
maximum variability is found where the traek erosses the
extension ofthe Brazil-Malvinas confluenee. The maximun
amplitude of sea height residuals in tbis region can reaeh
about 70 em. A seeond area of bigh variability, although
less pronouneed, is found between · 55 and 58°S and
eorresponds to the edge of the Antartie Cireumpolar
Current (ACe). Traek B transeets a region of mueh lower
variability, where the influenee of the Brazil Current
extçnsion is less pronouneed. The highest rms variability
values of around 20 em are observed at 500 S (Fig. 3b) and
eorrespond to the edge of the ACC.
Our estimates of rms sea height variability are slightly
higher than those obtained by Forbes et ai. (1993), as a
eonsequenee of not having damped the sea height
variability results by interpolating the.ll1 onto a mueh larger
grid. Our estimates of horizontal sea height variations are
eomparable to the in situ estimates in the Argentine basin
reported by Roden (1986), obtained by dividing the
dynamie height differenees by the gravity aeeeleration.
The in situ height differences are found to be of the order
of 20 to 40 em over distanees of 100 km.
Orbit error correetions for eaeh bin along-traek ean be
visualized by ealeulating the differenee between the sea
height residuais before and after the orbit eorreetion is
made. These estimates for traeks A and B are shown for aIl
data sets in Figure 4. The orbit error eorreetions are
highest for the original GDR data set, whieh is indieative
of its lowest orbit preeision. The amplitude of the orbit
eorreetion values is lower for the GEM-T2, and even lower
for the Sirkes-Wunseh data set, rellel.:ting the progressive
improvement in orbil eslimatioll wilh respeet to the GDR
dala set. The spaee-time average amplitude of the
time-dependent orbit eorreetions are = 50 em (traek A)
60 em (traek il) for the (jDR,
13 em (A)
15
and
em (B) for lhe GEM- TI, and, = 9 em (A) and = 8 em (B)
for the Sirkes-Wunseh data set.
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Fig. 2. (a) Low-passed sea height residual (SHR)
profiles for track A generated from the first 40
GEOSAT cycles, using the GDR data set. The
residuais are computed by first removlng the
reference sea height profile from each individual
corrected profUe. The tlme-dependent orbit error is
then removed by subtracting a weighted
second-order polynomial from the residuais, which
are finally filtered using a bell-shaped coslne
window. (b) rms sea height variability for the above
residuais.
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Fig. 3. Same as Figure 2, for track B.

Along-track wavcnumber spectra
The polynomial orbit eorreetion method ean remove
true long-seale oeeanie signal along with the
time-dependenl orbit error. More important for our
objeetives is the possibility of exeessive rcmoval of
mesosea\c oeeanie signal, or "overfitling", along with the
orbit crror. To assess how mueh mesosealc oecallie
signal is removed by the orbit eorreetion proeedure, we
analyze the speetral eharaeteristies of the sea hcight
residuaIs before and after the polynomial adjustment.
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Fig. 4. Estimated magnitude of the long wavelength time-dependent orbit eorreetions for tracks A and B,
(a and d) GOR set, (b and e) GEM-T2 set, and (e .and f) Sirkes-Wunsch set. The spaee-time average
amplitude of the corrections are about 50 em and 60 em for the GOR, 13 em and 15 em for the GEM-T2
and 9 em and 8 em for the Sirkes-Wunsch data sets, for tracks A and B. .

The along-lrack mean wavenumber powcr density
spectra of lhe sea heighl residuais is eompuled for eaeh oI'
the data sets. In order to avoid excessiye damping in lhe
signal at mesoseale wavelcnglhs, lhe sea heighl residuais
are oot low-pass filtered for this analysis. The Fast Fourier
technique, commooly used to compute wavenumber
spectra, requires the data to be evenly spaced aod without
missing values. Due to the existeoee of data gaps in ali the
cycles, we compute the spectra using the Lomb-Scargle
method (Press & Teukolsky, 1988) whieh handles this
situatioo very efficieot1y. Only ooe eycle in track A (day 194
of 1988) has very few observations aod is oot used in the
speetral analysis.
The power deosity spectrum is first computed
separately for each traek and eycle. To avoid leakage
into higher frequeoeies, 10% of the signal at eaeh end of
every eycle is tapered by mulLiplyning the sea height
rcsiduals by a cosinc-beIl window. A mean power density
spectrum is then eompuled for eaeh track by averaging
the individual spectra. The highesl frequency whieh ean
be deteeted from dala spaced at inlervals 8 0 aparl is lhe
Nyquisl frequeney, Nq = (2Bo) -I, i.e., Nq = 0.07 km- I .
Figures 5 and 6 show lhe spcelra for each of lhe dala
sels, before and after removing lhe lime-dependent orbil
error for the two traeks analyzeu. The speclra prior lo lhe
long-wavelength orbit error removal are mostly red, with
most of the eoergy cooeeotrated at wavelengths larger

than 1000km, which reflecls lhe influence of the
time-dependenl orbital error. For wavelcngths betwccn
60 and 1000 km, mesosealc oceanic variabilily dominates
the spectra. At wavelcngths shorler lhan 60 km lhe speetra
ehange from red to while, and lhe band-Jimited inslrumenl
noise dominates the spectra. The deleetion limil of oeean
variability at short-wavelengths
is given by the
loeation of this white noise frequeney bando The sea
height residuais that eorrespond to this uncorrclated
signal, or white noise, have an rms variability of about 5 em.
The speetra of the sea height residuais ean bc
eharaeterized by two parameters: the peak at which the
spectral density begins its main decrease, and the slope
of the red part of the speetrum. After the polynomial
adjustment, the power density value of the peaks is higher
in track A than in traek B (Figs 5b and 6b), with values of
approximately 2 x 104 and 1 x 104 em 2 / cpkm, respeetively.
This c1early rcfleets the cxistence of higher variability in
the arca of lhc extension of the Malvinas and Brazil
eurrcnts. The speetra slope value are proportional .to k-5
and k-4, for traek A and n, respeetivcly. The lowcr slope
value for traek \3, inditative oI' a. lcss encrgctic spectrum,
eonfirms lhe lower oceanie variability in lhis arca. An
analysis oI' ali tracks localco bctwccn lracks A ano li
rcveals thal lhe dcçrcasc in lhc slopc is progrcssive,
suggesting a drop in eddy hcighl variability as one moves
fram the energetic western boundary lo lhe basin
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interior. Nevertheless, both of the estimat'ed slopes can
be considered relatively bigb, and agree with values
found in recent studies of the same area by Stammer
and Boning (1992), and Forbes et ai. (1993). Slope values
as bigh were also observed in the North Atlantic, in bigh
variability areas associated with the GuIf Stream (Fu,
1983; Le Traon et ai., 1990). However, our resuIts are not
strictly comparable to alI those mentioned above. We
computed the spectra using Iong ares that traverse a
variety of physical regimes and, therefore, include quite
different dynamical processes and average over
different eddy scaIes. In contrast, the cited resuIts are
computed for smaller, more homogeneous geographic
areas (for exampIe, 100 squres).
A large portion of the energy at long wavelenghts in
the spectra prior to the computation of the polynomial
adjustment is associated with orbit error. At these
wavelengths, the energy values for the GEM-T2 and
Sirkes-Wunsch spectra are lower than those obtained
from the GDR spectrum, due to their better orbit estimates
(Figs 5a and 6a). However, for mesoscale wavelengths
between 60 and 1000 km, the spectra for the three data
sets are very similar. For wavelengths lower than 60 km,
noise is dominant in all of the spectra. Afier removing the
orbit error, most of the energy at wavenlenghts larger
than 1000 km disappears (Figs. 5b and 6b). For
wavenlengbts between 60 and 1000 km, the spectra
remain almost unchange, suggesting that not much
mesoscale signal was removed by the polynomial
adjustment.
Figure 7 shows the along-track power densily spectra
of lhe estimaled time-dependenl orbil error, i.e., the
second order polynomial removeu al each lrack for lhe
lhree data sets. These speclra confirm lhat lhe ellergy
removeu at mesoscale wavelenghts is aImost negligible.
Thercfore, we feel confiuent lhat the polynomial
adjustment used in this stuuy uoes not affect signilicantly
our estimates of mesoscale variability, allowing
meaningful oceanograpbie inlerpretations.

Space time variability

Afier having removed the time-dependent orbit
error, our main interest now lies in comparing the
remaining oceanographic mesoscale signal at each track
for three data sets. This is done by analyzing the low-pass
fIltered sea heigbt residuais. Figures 8a, 8b and 8c show
space-time diagrams of sea heigbt residuais along track A
for three data sets afier the time-dependent orbit error
correction. Figures 8d, 8e and 8f show the cõTresponding
diagrams for track B. The black areas in the figures
correspond to bins with no data, or vaIues eIiminated
during the data quality check. For track A, lhe are a of
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highest variability Iies between 35 and 45°S, whieh
corresponds to the extension of the Brazil-Malvinas
confluence zone. In this region, the diagrams show a
northeastward movement of eddy-or front-related high
amplitude sea height residuaIs. A second zone of high
variability is apparent between 55 and 58°S, and is
associated with the ACC. The position of the Brazil
Current front is highly correlated to the location of the
largest values of sea height residuaIs. Figures 8a-c show the
three space-time diagrams having great similitude,
especially for the position of largc values of sea height
residuaIs. Consequently, estimates of lhe Brazil Current
frontal position derived from any of lhe three data sets will
be extremcly similar. M ost of track B runs across arcas of
low ocean variabiJity except for a small area around
49°S. This deflection to lhe north from lrack A lo track
B of the arca of higher variabilily associatedwilh lhe
ACC agrees with the results published by CheIlon et ai.
(1990).
Although the space-time uiagrams (Fig. 8) visually
show a striking similarity for the three data sets,
differences can be quantified. We compute, bin by bin,
the differences between sea heigbt residuaIs for the
two improved data sets (GEM-TI and Sirkes-Wunsch)
and the GDRs. Histograms of the differences for alllhe
cycles are shown in Figure 9. The number ofbins compared
is about 26,000 for each track. In alI cases, the uistribution
of differences between the data sets in centered around O
em, indicating the absence of any systematic differences
among the sets. The histograms of the GEM-TI minus
GDRs differences of sea beighl residuaIs show a Iarger
spreau than lhe corresponuing figures for lhe
Sirkes-Wunsch minus GDRs differences. Further
examination reveals thal the highest absolule uifferences
correspond, in mosl cases, lo lhe exlremes of the lracks,
where polynomial aujustments are known to be more
variable.
One unexpecled
resuIt of this stuuy is lhe
considerable residual orbit error in the Sirkes-Wunsch
data set. The orbit errors in this set werc supposed to
have been minimized. They have been used in al least
one study of the Gulf Stream (Ezer et a/., 1993) without
additional adjustments. AIthough the error is smaller than
in the GDR and GEM-TI sets, we found that lhe
Sirkes-Wunsch data had to be corrected through lhe
poIynomiaI adjustment before lhey could be used for
studies of mesoscale ocean variability. Once the
corrections are applied, the variability estimales from ali
three data sets are very similar, with uifferences among
sets being small in relation to the overall error of lhe
measuremenls. This result is not unexpected (Chclton and
SchIax, 1993; Tai, 1989) given the long wavclength of lhe
lime-uepenuent orbit error, although we have nol seeo
this resuIt quantifieu to uate.
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Conclusions
Improvements in altimeter orbit error estimation to the
original GEOSAT data set lead to the construction of
two new data sets, the GEM-TI and Sirkes-Wunsch data
sets. The sensitivity of mesoscale variability estimates using
these three different GEOSAT data sets is investigated by
comparing characteristics in their sea height residuals
power density spectra and space-time diagrams. Afier
removing the long wavelength component of the spectra
remains almost unchanged. Further analysis shows that the
mesoscale signal recovered from each data set is
approximately the same. However, improvements in the
orbit estimation are still necessary in order to study large
scale occan variability.
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